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Humanism is a rational 

philosophy informed by science, 
inspired by art, and motivated by 
compassion. It affirms the dignity 
of each human being and 
supports individual liberty 
consonant with social and 
planetary responsibility. 
Humanism advocates 
participatory democracy, the 
open society, human rights and 
social justice. Free of 
supernaturalism, it recognizes 
human beings as part of nature 
and holds that values—be they 
religious, ethical, social, or 
political—have their source in 
human nature, experience, and 
culture. Humanism thus derives 
the goals of life from human need 
and interest rather than from 
theological or ideological 
abstractions, and asserts that 
humanity must take 

responsibility for its own destiny. 

—The Humanist, 
Official publication of the American 

Humanist Association 

H 
umanists of Utah is a 

Chapter of the 
American Humanist 
Association. We are a 

nonprofit corporation 

organized to advocate and 
promote ethical, rational, and 

democratic humanism among 
our membership and the 

larger community. 
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The Israeli Occupation of the West Bank has gone on for over 
fifty years and has become the status-quo. Peace talks are not 
happening, and Israel is satisfied to keep millions of Palestinians 
living under military law. This Occupation could not happen 
without US approval. We are protecting the Israelis both by 
giving them over 3 billion a year in tax payer money and by 
vetoing measures in the UN Security Council meant to censure 
Israel. The US government and the media are not telling the 
public the whole story. The death rate in the Occupied territories 
is 96% Palestinian and 4% Israelis killed. Genocide, racial 
profiling and ethnic cleansing are War Crimes. 

—Barbara Taylor 

Because there was no newsletter last month, this is my first 
opportunity to say happy new year. So, happy new year. Now 
that it is February, that means that instead of a general meeting, 
it is time for or annual Darwin Day celebration. This year board 
member Dr. Craig Wilkinson has taken the lead in planning the 
event and we thank him for that. I won’t say much about the 
event as there will be an announcement elsewhere in the news-
letter. But please do attend and bring a friend. 

This month my message will be mostly about chapter busi-
ness. For quite some time now the board of directors has been 
concerned with the slow decline in membership and a drop off in 
attendance at meetings. The board is considering various ways to 
address the chapters problems or needs. There were a couple of 
problems we have known for a while, Thursday meetings and 
evening meetings. I know driving at night is a problem that some 
have told me keep them from coming to our meetings. So, we 
have decided to start the process of change by switching to a 
weekend afternoon schedule. This means that we will not be 
meeting at the Unitarian much anymore, being that the church 
itself has the weekend use of the facilities understandably tied 
up. Also, we will be going to a bi-monthly schedule. No meeting 
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January, March, May, July, September, Novem-
ber. If attendance improves or we decide to add 
something to the schedule like a bus excursion 
or the like, events can be easily added. This 
schedule change also means that the newsletter 
will be bi-monthly. Finding venues will be the 
biggest new challenge for the chapter, but I 
think moving it around a little won’t be a prob-
lem. Perhaps we can find a venue more centrally 
located in the valley. If anyone has suggestions 
as to venues please let us know and we would 
also love to hear from chapter members with 
suggestion for improving Humanists of Utah. 

The voice of humanism and its aspirations 
need to be broadened in this trying political 
times and not allowed to decline or be weakened. 
I hope our efforts to improve Humanists of Utah 
will help us to be part of the humanist voice 
which is very much needed. 

This year is the last year of my presidency of 
the Humanists of Utah. I’ve been the president 
for a lot of years, and it’s time for a change. Its 
been an honor to be president and I plan to stay 

on as a regular board member. But I want to be 
free of “running things” so to speak. Plus, be-
coming a regular member will allow me to do 
what I would like to do, and that is to concen-
trate on the planning of our special events like 
Darwin Day, our BBC, possible bus excursions 
and so on. One last thing, the American Human-
ist Association is holding its Annual Conference 
in May this year at the Flamingo Hotel in Las Ve-
gas. Board Member Wayne Wilson and myself 
will be attending and it would be great if some of 
you attended also. This will be my fourth confer-
ence, once in Amhurst, New York, once in Port-
land, Oregon and once in Las Angeles, Califor-
nia. They were all excellent with interesting 
speakers and sessions and a lot of likeminded 
people to meet. Plus being as close as Las Vegas 
eliminates the high cost of flying back east or 
elsewhere. So please give it some thought. 

That’s about it for now. Hope to see you at 
our Darwin Day celebration. 

—Robert Lane 
President, HoU 
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I was pretty stressed when I saw both of 

my daughters use the metoo# hash tag when 
it began circulating; there were also too many 

lady friends and acquaintances for my 
comfort. I wondered what I could have done 

differently, what I could have taught them 
while they were growing up? It occurs to me 

that the simplest answer might be found in 
basic biology. 

I traveled to Denver with a booster club in 
1975 to watch the Salt Lake Golden Eagles 

hockey team clinch their division. We stayed 
in a hotel with the team; we had an entire 

floor and there was a huge victory celebration 
after the game. I witnessed four or five 

females, who were in committed relationships, 
offer their own special congratulations to 

Eagles players. I saw firsthand the mechanism 
of Survival of a Species. The concept is that 

female animals are attracted to Alpha males, 
the females instinctively believe that it is likely 

that genetic material from alphas makes their 
own progeny more likely to survive than would 

with regular males’ offspring. 
Another example is Monica Lewinski, she 

stated that she was “madly in love” with Bill 
Clinton; it is more likely that the animal in her 

madly coveted sperm from the most powerful 
male in the world. She acted as a female 

animal instead of a woman (human) just as 
Clinton acted as a male animal rather than a 

man (human.) 
Society is currently grappling with the 

concept of respect for women; I haven’t heard 
evolutionary biology mentioned in any 

discussions yet and I think that this is a very 
important consideration. I believe that we can 

and should realize that there is a distinction 
between animals and humans—it is what 

makes us human. Humans are, on a basic 
level, animals but I like to think that humans 

have grown beyond our simple, basic animal 
instincts. However, ignoring our inherent 

animal nature is foolish and may be an 

important root of the problem everyone is 

trying to solve now. Powerful (alpha) males 
exist and they attract more females that 

average males. When we do not acknowledge 
this fact the human part of our makeup does 

not bubble to the surface. I believe that this 
concept of the distinction between (man/male) 

and (woman/female) is very important to the 
way we prepare our children to enter society. 

Young people venturing away from the 
family hearth experience one of the most 

exciting times in life; they feel unfettered 
freedom and make their own choices for the 

first times in their lives. Young women need to 
understand that the primitive females in their 

bodies can mask the human qualities of some 
males that they are attracted to. Analogously, 

strong males need to realize that just because 
many females are attracted to them, they do 

not have intimate physical rights to any 
woman they are attracted to. If young people 

are aware of these forces they have a chance 
to push a pause button, yes that other person 

is amazing and the feelings going on inside me 
are exciting and feel so good; but am I sure 

that this is the right person for me? Maybe, 
but could it hurt to wait until tomorrow and 

meet for lunch? If everything is genuine then 
things will progress, and this really could be 

the right person for me. The human part of me 
should have input into this decision and have 

the authority to overrule my animal 
component within. 

It is not easy to override powerful biological 
instincts, but I think if we all work on 

preferring to use our human traits whenever 
there is a conflict with primitive animal 

choices that the world will be a better place for 
everybody. 

—Wayne Wilson 
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H 
umanists of Utah 

meetings are open to 
the public and free of 

any admission charge. A 

discussion and light refreshments 

follow the speaker’s presentation. 

Come join us and bring a friend! 

 

M 
onthly meetings are 

held at 7:30 PM in 

Eliot Hall of the First 

Unitarian Church, 569 South 1300 
East, on the second Thursday of 

each month. 

 

D 
isclaimer: The views 

expressed herein are 
those of the authors 

and do not necessarily reflect the 

position of Humanists of Utah nor 

the American Humanist 

Association. Reprinting of articles 
is permitted for humanist groups 

promoting the interests of 

humanism if attribution is properly 

stated. 
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Nonprofit 

Humanists of Utah is a nonprofit 

organization supported in large part by 
dues paying members. Our other major 

source of funds comes from generous gifts, 
mostly from the same dues payers who give 

a little more. In February 2003, chapter 
member Marion Craig died and left HoU a 

bequest of $20,000. We invested this 
money in an endowment fund. The interest 

is still helping to pay for banquets, special 
events, etc. When you create your personal 

will please consider leaving a gift to 
Humanists of Utah. 
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Meeting Topic Date Time Place 

 

General Meeting 
 

Darwin Day 2018 
 

Feb 10 
 

2:00 
 

See page 3 

Board Meeting Chapter Business Feb 17 7:30 RE 201 

 

General Meeting Culbert Levy Olson 
Craig Wilkinson, MD 

 

Apr 12 
 

7:30 
 

Eliot Hall 

Board Meeting Chapter Business Apr 19 7:30 RE 201 

 General Meetings are for all members and the general public. There are no admission charges. 

 Discussion Group meetings are open to everyone. A different book or topic is covered every month. 

 Board Meetings are planning and business sessions. They are open to all members. 

 Eliot Hall is in the First Unitarian Church located at 569 South 1300 East in Salt Lake City. 

 RE 201 is upstairs in the East Educational Building at the First Unitarian Church. 

Notes: 

Humanists of Utah 
A Chapter of the American Humanist Association 

P.O. Box 1043 
West Jordan, UT 84084 

Humanists of Utah is enrolled in Smith’s Inspiring Donations program. If you have a Smith’s 
Fresh Value card, you can register it to benefit Humanists of Utah. Simply visit 
www.smithsfoodanddrug.com/inspire , create an account, associate it with your Fresh Values 
card number, and then enter NPO Number: KQ330 within your “account summary.” All future 
purchases will now benefit HoU. 

—Leona Blackbird 
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